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Fringe to the music
Dancing silently with
themselves at the Fringe
Silent Rave - SEE VARIETY,AB) . ~.....ANIMALS

\

3% tuition increase appro
Bright Futures will not cover differential
KELSEY HINTON
Contributing Writer

A 3 percent tuition
increase, known as a "tuition
differential," was recently
approved by the UCF Board
of Trustees.
The bill is separate from the

finalized 6 percent increase in ment, according to BOG
the state budget, which will member and Faculty Senate
affect all 11 Florida state univer- Chairman Manoj Chopra
sities. The 3 percent increase,
If bo¢ proposals are
which was approved by the passed, the annual tuition for
Board of Trustees last Thurs- incoming UCF students,
day, still awaits approval by the including freshmen and transFlorida Board of Governors
and Gov. Crist before its enact-·
PLEASE SEE TUITION ON AS
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New Asian frat aids
Operation Smile

SKIPPING

GORETTI DUNCKER
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Contributing Writer
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Andria Baker,a student in Constantine,
Mich., has never missed a single d.:y of
school in 13 years. Even on days she was
sick, she still went.Why? Her father
promised that if she never missed any
school, she would get a new car. Finally
her perseverance paid off. Her father
bought her a 2008 Pontiac G6, with a
custom license plate reading"O DAYS."
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AROUND CAMPUS,A2

LEARN HOW TO TURN IT
IN THE RIGHT WAY
WITH TURNITIN.COM
Come sign up and learn how to use
the academic submission Web ~ite
tumitin.com, thanks to the Faculty
Center for Teaching and Leaming.The
session will be today starting at 2 p.m.
in room 207 of the Classroom Building.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

MAN FACES FEDERAL
CHARGES AFTER BEING
FOUND WITH MINOR
A49-year-old suburban Miami man
is facing federal charges after being
found with a 15-year-old Metro East
girl who recently went missing.
Federal prosecutors are charging the
man for crossing state lines in order
to have sex with a minar.

NATION & WORLD, A4

CHINA WORKS QUICKLY
TO OPEN ROADS STILL
UNDER RISK OF FLOOD
China struggled to keep roads open to
provide help for quake survivors, while
the government warned Wednesday
that rebuilding after such a disaster
would be dangerous. Debris have
blocked rivers, causing flood risk.
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New stores offer
fresh options

JENNIFER ROSS

What used to be a
door to the outside is
now the expansion of
the Student Union.
The new hall holds
new restaurants like
·the Comer Cafe, Phat
Philly and Asian Chao.
The expansion will
offer a plethora of
new options for
students looking to
put some pizzazz
back into lunchtime.

Contributing Writer

UCF's Student Union has been under construction
since January, and has just opened three new restaurants
to kick off the summer semesters.
The restaurants that opened on May 12 include the Corner Cafe, Phat Philly and Asian Chao.
Martha Melendez, a junior sociology major and
employee of the Student Union, said the restaurants have
been getting a lot of business.
"I know that a lot of people nave been curious," she
said. "Everyone wants to see the new stuff."
At 1 p.m. on May 21, almost all of the tables surrounding the restaurants were taken, and all of the new restaurants had lines of customers. Melendez said she hasn't
seen very many people at the older restaurants lately
because, "everyone's flocking to the new corner."
The Student Union hasn't added a new restaurant since
Burger King opened in spring 2007.
Students influenced the process of choosing new
restaurants, taking a survey at the information desk of the
PLEASE SEE
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NEW MENUS ON A3

Pi Delta Psi, the new Asian
interests fraternity, is the first
of its kind at UCF. Chartered
only a few months ago, the
members of Pi Delta Psi have
wasted no time making their
mark by giving back to the
community.
The fraternity recently
sent out a check for more
than $500 to Operation Smile,
an organization that funds
correctional surgeries for
children born with cleft lips
and palates, whose families
could not otherwise afford it.
"These deformities are
prevalent in third-world
countries without proper
nutrition," said Ricky Ly,
recent UCF graduate and
Alumni Liaison for Pi Delta
Psi. ''We want to help others
that can't help themselves."
Members raised money by
working concession stands at
the Bright House Networks
Stadium, as well -as hosting
fundraising competitions and
parties. Pi Delta Psi plans to
make their mark in the Greek
community.
The efforts of Pi Delta Psi
did not stop at Operation
Smile; members have extended their service internationally.
. "We stuck by Operation
Smile for a year, and now we
are moving on to our second
mission," said Michael Cho,
vice president of Pi Delta Psi.
Their second mission is
80,000 miles away.
On Friday, May 23, Victor
Ma, Pi Delta Psi president,
along with fellow brothers
and volunteers set up a table
in front of the Student Union
to raise money for the ChiPLEASE SEE

FRAT ON A5

Students cheat for peak parking
VILOCPHAM
Contributing Writer

According to UCF Parking
Services, the university has
more than 15,000 parking
spaces on campus, but with a
population of about 41,750 students who come to the main
campus for class in the fall,
finding a spot and avoiding a
parking ticket has become an
art form.
There are different options
for students to decide among
when parking. A student can
either park without a decal in

hopes of not getting a ticket,
or even park in spaces that
their decal does not allow, but
for some students, neither
option is good enough. Faking
a disability was clearly their
best scheme for beating the
battle over a spot.
UCF police have given 11
tickets in the past two months
to able-bodied students who
have used a disability tag to
find a parking spot.
Police found that students
will use a disabled relative's
tag in order to get a closer
parking space.

Officers approach ablebodied students who have
cars with a disabled tag and
ask them questions to verify
the issue. Sgt. Woody Furnas
said that there are some who
carry the tags because their
passenger is disabled, but the
driver must prove that the
passenger goes to UCF.
Another issue police
encounter is finding students
with fake disability tags, Sgt.
Furnas said that it's noticeable
when given a closer look: the
CFF ARCHIVE
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Cars battle over parking spots outside the Visual Arts Building. Some students are now
using invalid handicap tags as their ticket to a prime parking place on campus.
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UCF recycle program ranks in top 100
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Art festival offers Fringe benefits for everyone
JUSTINE GRIFFIN
Contributing Writer

)

'.

.

What is a Fringe, anyway?
It's noise, dance, paint on
canvas, boys in towels
singing, buttons, lights - but
most of all, it's art.
This y~ar·s Fringe Festival,
which took place from May
15-26, offered a little something for everyone, including
art, theater, music and dance.
The Orlando International
Fringe Theatre Festival provided live entertainment for
the Orlando area with more
than 500 performances in
Loch Haven Park for its 17th
consecutive year. The festival
offers a variety of theater
performances from local,
national and international
performers, an open visual
art gallery and many other
events.
"The best thing about the
Fringe shows is that there is
something for everyone,"
said Genevieve Bernard, the
associate producer of the festival. "Whether it's comedy,
drama or mature, there's a
wide range of offerings for
theater."
According to Bernard,
The Orlando Fringe is the
longest running U.S. fringe
festival. This year, it is
themed "100 percent uncensored, accessible and nonjuried."
And the best part is that all
of the ticket proceeds go

"l

COURTESYTHE FRINGE FESTIVAL

The Florida Fringe Festival is the longest running fringe festival in the United States. It provides an accessible and affordable place for people to demonstrate their creative experiences.

The outside venue of Loch
Haven Park hosted a poetry
vending machine on the
weekends as well, said
Bernard.

"You can pay a poet however much you want, give
them a title and three other
words, then come back later
and get your poem," Bernard

New menus bring new variety
FROM

)

straight back to the artists,
Bernard said.
Bernard also said that the
festival stresses the importance of free and uncensored
entertainment, and encourages everyone to come and
experience it.
Theater
performances
ranged from mature subjects,
such as "Oral,'' a play about
exactly what it (oral sex)
sounds like, to "When Pigs
Fly," a gay comedy musical,
to' "Urinetown," a musical
about a water shortage. Show
times varied, and performances could have been seen
anywhere from the lobby,
from the women's restroom,
and of course from fullyseated theaters.
"Everyone can come and
try something new and see
something that they've never
seen,'' Bernard said. ''You like
it, or you don't. That's what
it's all about.''
Theater
productions
began as early as 11 a.m. on
weekends, with the latest
shows starting at midnight.
Besides theater, the Fringe
offers an open art gallery,
poetry readings and an outside venue that offers music,
shops and food.
"The visual part of the
fringe is very bohemian. It
has its own atmosphere, but is
very accessible to everyone,"
Bernard said. "All of the art is
for sale, and a lot of [art]
pieces are very affordable."

Al

Student Union during
March and April that asked
what kinds of services they
would like to see the Union
provide and what types of
food they would like to see
offered. On the survey, students were also asked what
they thought would be a
reasonable price for the
food.
The new Corner Cafe
provides turkey, Italian,
four cheese and reuben
paninis as well as a variety
of wraps and salads. The
paninis vary in prices
below $5. The salads range
from $4.99 to $5.99.
In addition to the main
entrees at the Corner Cafe,
students can purchase the
soup of the day for $2.49 as
well as a bowl of chili, a bag
of chips, or a brownie.
They serve fountain drinks,
bottled water and Vitamin
Water.
Phat Philly offers subs
such as philly cheesesteak,
Wild West Barbecue,
meatball, philly veggie,
CRYSTAL PAOLOEMILIO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
philly chicken, chicken Inside the Student Union, expansion projects like the Comer Cafe are getting the final
teriyaki, buffalo chicken touches. Comer Cafe is one of the Student Union's new healthier alternatives.
and chicken parmesan.
Subs range in price under choice of rice, fried rice or people were excited about
noodles. Students can then Asian Chao opening. The
$7.
The four available sides decide if they want veggies, restaurant's red cups could
include fries, loaded fries, bourbon chicken, orange be seen on nearly every
chili cheese fries, and ulti- chicken, black pepper table in the Union last
chicken
mate chili. They are all chicken,
mushroom or spicy chickaround $2 or $3.
At Asian Chao, students en with their meal.
Sides include egg rolls,
can choose to get a twoitem combo for $5.29 or a steamed rice, fried rice and
three-item combo for $6.49. soup, all for around $3.
Melendez said a lot of
The combos come with a

Wednesday.
Eating bourbon chicken
from Asian Chao, Meredith
Hirshhorn, a graduate student studying marriage and
family therapy, said the food
was good and the prices
were reasonable. She said
she has also had the Corner
Cafe and recommends it as a
healthier alternative.
Jessica Motroni, who is
also a marriage and family
therapy graduate student,
said even though she doesn't
eat on campus often, it is
very convenient and the new
restaurants are a great addition to the Union.
"I think the new restaurants have added a lot of
variety, which is something
the Union was lacking," she
said.
Rohit Yarabothu, a senior
mechanical
engineering
major, said he wishes the
school had chosen to open
restaurants with healthier
menus. While eating orange
chicken from Asian Chao, he
said the food was good.
"It's not bad; I don't mind
eating it," he said. "I just
wish it was better for you."
Hirshhorn also said that
even though the Corner Cafe
is somewhat healthier, overall, the restaurants don't give
students healthier choices to
choose from when they are
stuck on campus all day.

said. "Sometimes poets will
do it for as little as a glass of
beer.'j
Other attractions besides
the art gallery and theater
performances allowed the
audience to be more
involved. Artist Mark Biddle
encouraged Fringe-goers to
participate in a concept of
video art. With video art,
participants were asked to
read a script on screen, then
Biddle would, at a later time,
edit and manipulate the
footage and play it as his
form of art.
Jeffery Gross, a 19-yearold film major, attended the
Fringe for the first time this
year. Gross said he enjoyed
both of the productions he
saw, a solo act called
"Shadows in Bloom," and a
satirical musical based on the
effects of marijuana, called
"Reefer Madness."
"I think it's ·great that all
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the funds go straight back to
the artists," Gross said.
Gross also said t hat he
definitely plans on attending
the festival again the next goround.
"I think college students
would really get something
out of this," Bernard said. "If
nothing else, we have cheap
beer and wine offered in the
park. And I know college students like cheap beer."
Theater productions and
the art gallery were held in
the Lowndes Shakespeare
Center and The Orlando
Repertory Theatre, both of
which are found alongside
Loch Haven Park, which
hosted the outside venue for
the festival.
The Fringe was sponsored
by Cirque du Sole il, Parliament House Resort, United
Arts of Central Florida, and
the Orange County Arts and
Cultural Affairs department.
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investigate allegations of
child abuse in the boy's
father home.
Dryden's lawyer said
Wednesday that his client
was concerned she wasn't
getting answers regarding
what happened to Dean.
A DCF spokesman said
the case is being reviewed to
see how it was handled. A
ChildNet
spokeswoman
declined to comment.

•
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Florida Democratic delegate
loses case to get his vote counted
A federal
judge has dismissed an
attempt from a Democratic
strategist who wants the
party's Florida delegates to
be seated at the presidential
convention.
Court records show U.S.
District Judge Richard A.
Lazzara in Tampa dismissed
the case Wednesday. Victor
DiMaio had argued in his
lawsuit that the national
Democratic Party had discriminated against Florida's
voters by stripping the state
of its delegates.
Lazzara rejected DiMaio's
arguments once, but an
appeals court in Atlanta sent
the case back to him because
suit was filed before the primary actually occurred.
DiMaio did not immediately
return a phone message.

a1:AJilfaya Trail

TAMPA -

School bus rolls over on interstate,
several children are injured
MILTON - A school bus
carrying elementary school
children has rolled over on
an interstate near Pensacola.
Santa Rosa County sheriff's Lt. Scott Haines said
there were about 16 children
on the bus and some of them
were injured.
The accident occurred on
Interstate 10 east of Pensacola near the Florida Panhandle town of Milton.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the coutttry

Engineering students may soon
have to pay more in Wisconsin
MADISON, Wis. - The
University of WisconsinMadison is reviving a proposal that would require engineering students to pay $1,400
more in tuition than other
undergraduates.
The Board of Regents is
expected to vote on the proposal next week If approved,
tuition for engineering majors
would go up $600 next fall
and $400 in each of the following two years.
The plan was proposed last
year but tabled as the UW
System studied whether socalled differential tuition for
specific majors and programs
was a good idea. Earlier this
year, a committee recommended continuing the trend,
and Engipeering Dean Paul
Peercy said that gave his plan
the green light.
UW-Madison
business
majors already pay $1,000
more per year than other
undergraduates.
The engineering proposal
is expected to eventually generate $3 million per year. The
money would go toward hiring more engineering faculty
to teach high-demand courses
and updating the curriculum
to
reflect
technological
advances.
As in the business school,
only engineering students
accepted into the college pay
the higher amount. That typically happens at the beginning
of a student's junior year.
The plan calls for increasing undergraduate enrollment
from about 3,300 to 3,700 over
three years as a way to address
an engineering shortage, Peercy said. The college will
accept more freshman into
pre-engineering and more
transfer students from other
majors and colleges, he said
The additional revenue
would be enough to hire
about 24 more faculty and
staff, which will speed up the
time it takes for students to
graduate, Peercy said. The
college also will add more laboratory courses and update its
e'!-uipment, he said
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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People and vehicles are currently banned from entering the now government
controlled Beichuan County in Mianyang City due to the risk of mudslide.

Texas officials fear ~olvgamist
parents are a high flight risk

CHENGDU, China China struggled to keep
roads open to provide a lifeline for quake survivors,
while the
government
warned Wednesday that
rebuilding after the disaster
would be "arduous."
The magnitude 7.9 quake
that struck May 12 sent dirt
and rocks tumbling into valleys, blocking roads to hinder relief efforts and clogging rivers that have
developed into fast-rising
lakes.
In the disaster zone,
158,000 people · have been
evacuated and dozens of villages emptied in case the
newly formed Tangjiashan
lake bursts before soldiers
and engineers can drain it,
state media said Wednesday.
At the riverside Tongkou
village downstream from
the lake, residents had been
moved to a camp up the hill
but were returning each day
to tend to their fields.
Troops used explosives
to clear debris and helicopters to airlift heavy moving
equipment to dig drainage
channels from the lake,
located about 2 miles above
the devastated town of
Beichuan.
Forty machines, including excavators, are at the site,
which is unreachable by
road, and hundreds of
troops are working around
the clock to build the channel, the official Xinhua News
Agency reported.
Yang Hailiang, the official
heading the operation, said
the teams were making good
progress thanks to clear
weather, and that they were
one-third of the way through
the job, Xinhua said
Premier Wen Jiabao told
a meeting of the State Council, China's Cabinet, that
handling the danger from
the swelling lakes was the
"most pressing task" in the
disaster recovery effort, the
newspaper said
The government has allocated $28.6 million to deal
with the swelling lakes, Xinhua said. Of 34 lakes created
by the earthquake in the
mountainous province, 28
were at risk of bursting,
according to the agency.

AUSTIN, Texas - Child
welfare authorities are
warning that members of a
polygamist sect could flee
Texas jurisdiction now that a
court has found the state's
removru of their children
was improper.
Texas Child Protective
Services lawyers argued
Tuesday that if the custody
orders are rescinded, parents could take the children
out of the state and "no
Texas court would have any
authority to enter any orders
to protect these children."
An appeals court ruled
last week that the state failed
to show that the youngsters
were in any immediate danger, the only grounds under
Texas law for taking children from their parents
without court action.
About 440 children were
taken into custody from the
sect's Yearning For Zion
Ranch near Eldorado more
than six weeks ago after
someone called a hot line
claiming to be a pregnant,
abused teenage wife. The
girl has not been found and
authorities are investigating
whether the calls were hoaxes.
Child welfare authorities
have argued that all the
youngsters
should
be
removed from the ranch
because the sect forces
underage girls into marriage
and sex. Members of the
sect, the Fundamentalist
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, claim they
are being persecuted for
~eir
religious
beliefs,
including that polygamy
brings glorification in heaven.
The appeals court ruling
against the state technically
applied only to the 124 children of38 mothers who filed
the complaint. State officials
acknowledged Tuesday that
it could harm their case with
the hundreds of other children from the ranch.

Malawian courts approve P,OP
star's adoption of small child
LILONGWE, Malawi A judge on Wednesday
approved Madonna's adoption of a Malawian boy she
met in an orphanage in 2006.
The 49-year-old pop star
wasn't in court for the ruling, which took Justice
Andrew Nyirenda an hour
to read. Nyirenda said he
was satisfied that Madonna
and her British filmmaker
husband, Guy Ritchie, "are
perfect parents" for David,
who will be 3 in November.
Madonna and Ritchie
have been caring for David
in London.
"It's now official, David is
Madonna's
baby,"
the
singer's Malawian lawyer,
Alan Chinula, told reporters.
David's mother died
when he was a month old.
His father; Yohane Banda,
has said he believed he could
not care for him alone, and
that placing him in an
orphanage was the best way
to ensure David's survival.
The father has said he didn't
object to the adoption.
Yohane
Banda
said
Wednesday he was glad the
adoption was successful.
"I am glad it's all over,"
said the 33-year-old farmer,
who ekes out a living growing tomatoes, maize and
onions. "I am glad David has
a new, good home."
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roads still under risk of flooding
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Hollywood Reporter.
"I':pi not happy about the
way the Chinese are treating the Tibetans because I
don't think anyone should
be unkind to anyone else,"
Stone said Thursday during
a Cannes Film Festival redcarpet interview with Hong
Kong's Cable Entertainment News. ''.And then this
earthquake and all this stuff
happened, and then I
thought, is that karma?
When you're not nice that
the bad things happen to
you?"
Ng See-Yuen, founder of
the UME Cineplex chain
and the chairman of the
Federation of Hong Kong
Filmmakers, called Stone's
comments "inappropriate,"
adding that actors should
not bring personal politics
to comments about a natural disaster that has left five
million Chinese homeless,
according to the Reporter.
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Actress said kanna caused China
earthquake, movies banned
LOS
ANGELES
Sharon Stone's "karma" is
having an instant effect on
her movie-star: status in
China.
The 50-year-old actress
suggested last week that
the devastating May 12
earthquake in China could
have been the result of bad
karma over the government's treatment of Tibet.
That prompted the founder
of one of China's biggest
cinema chains to say his
company would not show
her films in hi~ theaters,
according to a story in The
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Tuition will rise in fall '08
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There's more
money to go
around to
.pr~grams and
support those
that are in
desperate
need of more
financial
support:'
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Brothers of Pi Delta Psi congregate outside the Student Union collecting money. The fraternity has undertaken several philanthropies.

Frat adopts several projects
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nese earthquake survivors.
The earthquake hit China on
May 12, taking 67,183 lives,
leaving 361,000 'injured, and
destroying 80 percent of
buildings. Pi Delta Psi hopes
to ease the devastation by
doing all they can.
"We're trying to do our
best, and we hope tQ set an
example to other students,"
Ly said
Members asked for donations from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
from the rush of Orientation
attendees and summer students. The Pi ·Delta Psi
philanthropy has attracted
others to assist, and even the
90 degree weather didn't
deter volunteers from coming
out to support.
One volunteer, Daniel
Mendez, an aerospace and
mechanical
engineering
major, said he volunteered to
help raise awareness on international issues.
"Just because you're here
doesn't mean that nothing is
going on elsewhere," Mendez
said.
Jon Mildner, a brother of Pi
Delta Psi, thinks they have
been pretty successful so far.
"We're showing the world
we can make a difference
even though we're 80,000
miles away," he said.
Victor Ma said Pi Delta Psi
plans to table outside of the
Student Union continuously

MAX BEHRMAN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Victor Ma, a member of the Asian-American fraternity Pi Delta Psi, asks for donations to
help those involved with the destructive earthquakes that occurred in China May 12.

thrpughout the next few Alafaya Trail to Colonial
weeks.
Drive every two months for
Members of Pi Delta Psi two years.
also mentor students at HillThrough
volunteering
crest Foreign Language Acad- their services, the brothers of
emy in Eola Heights, an area Pi Delta Psi want to reinforce
of downtown Orlando.
the values they uphold.
'.'There are a lot of young
"There are four principles
Asian American students we go by: academic achievewho don't show pridein their ment, cultural awareness,
culture," Cho said. 'We want friendship and loyalty, rightto show that we are Asian col- eousness and doing the right
lege students. who are proud thing,'' Cho said.
of who we are."
Pi Delta Psi welcomes
He feels that the media .recruits to build more philandoesn't portray enough posi- thropies in the future. The
tive Asian Americans and majority of its members come
that this is a way of counter- from Japanese, Korean, Chiing that.
nese, Philippine and VietAlso, Pi Delta Psi has namese descent, but is not
adopted a highway witli the restricted to only Asians. It is
Florida Department of Trans- encouraged that people of
portation. Members made a any race or ethnicity take
promise to clean from interest in Pi Delta Psi

fers, will be about $3,947 for a
30-course class load
Unlike the 6 percent
increase, Bright Futures will
not cover the tuition differential, although students continuously enrolled since July 1, 2007
will be exempt from the differential. Graduate students will
also be exempt, as the funds ·
will be used to improve the
undergraduate
program.
Chopra said this is because the
undergraduate population is
composed of the majority of
students.
As to how the funds will be
used within the progrlim,
Chopra said, "The tuition differential portion of it is supposed to be spent on adding
faculty as well as staff. The regular increase in tuition will go
toward increasing services to
the students and operational
funds to the university."
Student Government Association director ofGovenunental Affairs Maria Pecoraro and
Vice President Brandon
Delanois said the funds will-be
used to lower the student-faculty ratio and to improve academic advising.
Pecoraro describes the differential tuition as an
"enhancement" fee that students who choose to attend
schools of a certain caliber, as
defined by the guidelines that
must be met to charge the
increase, elect to support. Sl;le
said for the increase to qualify
as differential tuition, it, "must

1
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MARIA PECORARO

directly enhance the undergraduate experience and cannot be used for anything other
than improving the quality of
education."
Similar legislation has
already been approved for the
University of Florida,-Florida
State University and the University of $outh Florida. The
tuition differential allows these
universities to tack on a total of
30 to 40 percent of the base
tuition in 15 percent increments each year.
The stipulations of the bill,
which was passed by the Florida Legislature last year, originally left UCF ineligible for the
differential, but recently
approved changes in the criteria allow UCF to participate

Florida's statutes. In addition
to a police ticket, the person
tags are just Xerox. copies. on UCF grounds. will also be
The new tags have holo- ticketed by UCF's Parking
graphic strips on them, which Services.
UCF students and faculty
make them difficult to copy.
Also, because a tag has the who carry disability parking
driver's license number on it, tags must also purchase the
officers can easily look up the UCF parking permits. Still,
number to verify information UCF regulars are taking their
chances for the closer spot.
about its owner.
"It's not just criminally
Falsely displaying disability
tags is a second-degree mis- wrong, it's also immoral," said
demeanor and requires an· Sgt. Furnas.
Alexa Lash, a senior creappearance in court. The person may·be fined up to $500 ative writing major, said she
and face up to 60 days in finds it unbelievable that the
prison, according to Online problem even exists. "I think it's really inapproSunshine, a Web site that lists
FROM
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contingent
upon
state
approval.
· The three original universities honored Crist's request to
hold off implementation of the
bill until the fall 2008 semester
to allow students to prepare
financially.
"Thirty percent of the
money raised from DT [differential tuition] will be earmarked for Financial Aid to
ensure that there is money
available to those students that
would have their access to eduqi.tion compromised as a result
ofDT,'' Pecoraro said
Florida law stipulates that
such a percentage of any
tuition increase be allocated to
need-based scholarships.
Both Chopra and Pecoraro
point to Florida's financial crisis as the primary cause for the
increases. Lack of state funding
and Florida's historically low
tuition, said Pecoraro, made for
an unsustainable higher education system, which was forced
to grow without sufficient
financial backing. Pecoraro
said that SGA supports that
which is in the best interest of
the student body and that good
will come from tuition increases.
''There's more money to go
around to programs and support those that are in desperate
need of more financial support,'' she said
If approved by the Florida
Board of Governors, the 3 percent increase will go into effect
for the fall 2008 semester, Pecoraro said

Violators face misdemeanor

Straight Teeth,
No Braces ~

.

AS

The

•

LOF'M'S

priate. Those spots are for
people who need it most, and
if they can't understand that
then there is something
wrong with them,'' she said.
· Philip Zoshak, a junior history major, agrees with Lash.
"I feel it's completely
wrong. You .are on-purpose
hurting those people who
already have a hard enough
time getting around," he said
Lash and Zoshak aren't the
only ones who feel this way.
Sgt. Furnas said the department gets thank-you calls
from people who saw others
get ticketed for falsely displaying the disabled tag.

'
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Women's
basketball
hires 2nd
assi~tant

NATIONAL

SPORTS

WRAP
BASKETBALL

BRIAN MURPHY

•
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Sports Editor

The UCF Women's Basketball team has brought in a
young assistant coach to help
improve its young players.
Head coach Joi Williams
announced Tuesday that
Courtney Locke has been
named the squad's newest
assistant coach.
.
Locke comes to Orlando
after spending the past two
seasons as an assistant coach
at the University of TexasSan Antonio.
Last season,
she helped
guide UTSA
to its most
successful
season
in
school history as the
Road.runLocke
ners posted
a 23-10 record. They clanned
their first S0uthland Conference Tournament championship and made the first
NCAA tournament appearance in the 27-year history of
the program.
It was just the second 20win season in school history
forUTSA
"I am so thrilled to have
this opportunity at UCF,"
Locke said in a press release.
"I am really looking forward
to working with Coach
Williams and her staff, and
am excited about her vision
for this program. I am looking forward to helping the
UCF Women's Basketball
team make history."
Locke's responsibilities
with the Knights will be
many of the same tasks she
did with the Roadrunners:
scouting, assisting with
recruiting and working with
the team's perimeter players.
Under her direction,
UTSA guards Monica Gibbs
and Terrie Davis received allconference accolades. Gibbs
was an All-Southland Conference first-team selection
in 2008 and a second-team
selection in'2007. Davis was a
third-team All-Southland
Conference honoree in 2008.
Locke will work closely
. with players such as guard
Marshay White. As a freshman, Whit~ was the Knights'
leader in assists, steals and 3point field goals. UCF, which
had 10 freshman players, finished last season with a
record ofl0-20 overall, 3-13 in
Conference USA
Locke arrived at UTSA

lAKERS BEAT SAN ANTONIO IN
THRIUER, LEAD SERIES 3-1

Kobe Bryant looked bade and found
himself all alone.All but guaranteed the
basket, he went up and slammed the
ball with a little extra 00mph,just for
good measure.
One more win, and Bryant and the Los
Angeles Lakers will be on their way to
the NBA finals.
The Lakers beat the San Antonio Spurs
93-91 on Tuesday night - surviving a
last-second 3-point attempt that would
have given the Spur5 the win - for a
3-1 lead in the conference finals.
"It is a big step for us,"said Bryant, who
led the Lakers with 28 points and 1o
rebounds."fonight we came out and
did a much, much better job to win in
this building in this partirular game. It's
big for us."
The defending champion Spurs lost at
home for the first time this postseason
and they face elimination when they
play Game 5 in Los Angeles tonight

TENNIS

SHARAPOVA BARELY STAYS IN
CONlENllON AT FRENCH OPEN

The top-seeded Maria Sharapova
struggled with her serve in the wind at
the French Open, hitting 17 double-faults and barely managing to defeat
103rd-ranked Evgeniya Rodina 6-1,3-6,
8-6 Wednesday in the first round
'1 was very dose to losing this match,"
Sharapova said"Not many things were
working for me today after the first
set"
The 19-year-old Rodina came within
two points ofwinning at 5-4 in the
third set, but Sharapova won the next
two with strong serves to hold At 6-6,
Sharapova regained control by breaking
Rodina's serve, returning a second serve
with a forehand that caught Rodina
flat-footed
Then,serving for the match,Sharapova
double-faulted one final time,but took
the next three points to end it
Sharapova didn't directly blame the
windy conditions for her poor play.
"Apart from eating and breathing the
sand, it was great," she said
Sharapova dominated the first set,
losing only her first service game. In one
stretch,shewon 10of11 pointstotake
a4-1 lead

14 track and field Knights head to NCAAs
ALLEN LEVIN
Contributing Writer

Coming off a strong finish at the Conference USA Outdoor Championships on
May 17th, the UCF 'Track and Field team
is hungry for more.
The :Knights earned third place at the
event and set school records in a number
of events, including the 4-by-400 meter
relay, the 100-meter dash, and the 800meter run. They are looking to build on
that success Friday and Saturday in the
NCAA East Regional Championships.
The regional, which will occur at the
University of Florida State, looks to be
very competitive
and first-year
·UCF coach
Caryl Smith
Gilbert has
high expectations for
her squad.
"My goal
for the team is
for them to get
into the top five,
run a personal
best, or win",
Coach
Gilbert
said.
While all
these goals
are plausible,
they
certainly

VICTOR CAI.ZADA
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sheree Carter will
beoneof14
Knights competing
in the NCAA East
Regionals.

won't be easy. To get past the NCAA East
Regional, the top five competitors are
taken and advanced to the NCAA National Championships. If a player is a finalist
that is not in the top five, than that player
is put on a descending list.
· "You never know, it's all up in the air,"
Gilbert said. "It depends on who shows
up on that particular day because anything can happen in track and field."
Although anything can happen in
track and field, accomplished UCF athletes, such as junior Sheree Carter and
freshman Lizzie Harris, will certainly
improve the Knights' chances.
Carter became the first athlete in
school history to win a C-USA individual
outdoor championship when she claimed
first place in the heptathlon title on May
16. She will be running in the 100-meter
hurdles at the regionals.
Harris, who broke at least three singleseason school records this year, will be
participating in a variety of runs.
"I expect them to go out and give 100
percent," Gilbert said. "I expect them in
the finals and I think they have chance to
compete in top five if they do what
they're supposed to do."
While Coach Gilbert definitely
expects a lot from those two athletes, she
also has the utmost confidence in the rest
of her team to not only succeed, but win.
The squad is made up of many recordholders, such as Dione Thomas, Shantile
Blackbum and Feyisara Adaramola.
"My whole team has a great chance of
making it to the finals," Gilbert said.
"Everyone just has to show up. It depends
on the team's state of mind."
The Knights will look to continue
their recent string of success this
weekend as they try to earn a top five
spot in the regionals, which will
advance them to the Outdoor
National Championships in
Drake, Iowa from June ll-14.
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Softball's
Kime signs on with_pro team
.
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BASEBALL

Record-setting pitcher agrees to join Rockford Thunder

FORMER GATOR NOAH ALSO
GOT 2TRAFFIC TICKETS SUNDAY

RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

Chicago Bulls forward and former
Aorida star Joakim Noah has been
given two traffic citations after his
arrest in Gainesville for having
marijuana and an open container of
alcohol.
Police say Noah was arrested on
Sunday for carrying an alcoholic
beverage in public and a marijuana
cigarette in his pocket
University ofAorida Police said
Wednesday that Noah was later cited
for driving with a suspended license
without knowledge and not wearing a
seatbelt.
The traffic offenses carry total fines of
$206.The 23-year-old could face up to
six months in jail and a $500 fine for
the marijuana charge.
The Bulls aren't commenting.
Noah led Florida to consecutive NCAA
titles before being picked ninth by the
Bulls in the NBA draft last year.
Gl!EGORYTERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Allison Kime pitches against Florida State on April 9. On Monday, she agreed to pitch for
the Rockford Thunder, a team in the National Professional Fastpitch softball league.

After leading the UCF Women's Softball
team to a program record 49 wins this season,
pitcher Allison Kime is taking her game to the
next level
Kime, who led the Knights to the NCAA East
Regional earlier this month, signed a deal on
Monday to play for the Rockford Thunder ofthe
National Professional Fastpitch softball league.
"I am extremely excited for Allison to be able
to further her career in the professional ranks,"
UCF head coach Renee Luers-Gillispie said in a
press release. ''This is a great opportunity for her
and will showcase her talents at a higher level
Rockford definitely made a wise decision in
picking her up for their squad."
Kime, a two-time Louisville Slugger/NFCA
All-Southeast Region First Team selection,
finished her senior season with a record of34-12
and a school-record 359 strikeouts. She also
posted a 1.17 ERA while logging 305.1 innings
pitched and tossing 14 shutouts for the Knights
Kime joins former Knight Stephanie Best,
who plays for the Washington Glory, as the only
two UCF players in the NPF. They will face each
other twice this season, both in June.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
LEAVING ALEGACY .
Maybe the best player in
UCF Softball history, Kime
set 11 program records in
her three-year career.

LENDING AN ARM
The Thunder hope Kime.can
improve a team that
finished in fifth place in a
six-team league in 2007.

Kime transferred to UCF after spending one
season_ at Hillsborough Community College.
S!ie ~llllShed her career with the Knights with 11
pitching school records, including five this season alone. In addition to strikeouts, Kime set sin~e:seaso~ program records in 2008 with 3051
~ g s pitched, 42 games started by a pitcher, 34
W111S_ and 36 complete games.
. Km:te end~d her career with a couple of highlights, Including an upset victory in the regional
over the No. I-seeded Florida Ga,tors on May 18.
. In that contest, Kime did it all for UCF. She
pitched a five-hit shutout and drove in the only
Il.1;Il of the ballgame to defeat the Gators 1-0. That
wm ended the Gators 36-game winning streak
and gave them only their third loss ofthe season.
PLEASE SEE
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FAU tabs Mike Jarvis
to be basketball coach
TIM REYNOLDS

•
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Associated Press

BOCA RATON, Fla. Mike Jarvis found a home in
Boca Raton four years ago.
Now; he's got a job to go with it.
Jarvis was introduced Tuesday as the men's basketball
coach at Florida Atlantic,
returning to run a program for
the f':irst time since St. John's
fired him six games into the
2003-04 season.
University trustees still
must formally approve the hiring, a process that now seems
little more than a formality.
Jarvis' four-year deal almost
certainly will become official
Wednesday.
At FAU, Jarvis - who
bought and moved into a Boca
Raton home in 2004 - will
replace Rex Walters, who left

after two seasons to take over
at San Francisco. The Owls
were 15-18 last season, 8-10 in
the Sun Belt Conference, and
should have five of their top six
scorers back for Jarvis' debut
campaign.
''No one has wanted to get
back into coaching more than
me," Jarvis said.
Jarvis has reached the
NCAA tournament at all three
of his previous stops: Boston
University, George Washington and St. John's, which he
guided within one game of the
Final Four in his first season
there, 1998-99.
It was all downhill after
that, and the fall not only cost
him that job, it probably kept
him from getting others,
including past openings at
FAU. He interviewed for the
job, which went to current

SMU Men's Basketball coach
Matt Doherty in 2005.
Under Jarvis, the Red
Storm won only one more
NCAA tournament game
after his first season and had
several players get into trouble both on and off the court.
Plus, St. John's was ultimately
placed on two years' probation because a member of the
basketball staff - not one of
Jarvis' assistant coaches,
however - made improper
payments to a player during
Jarvis' tenure.
That probation ended earlier this month. Coincidentally, Jarvis has now found his
way back into coaching.
If Jarvis is going to take
another team to the NCAAs,
he'll likely have to overcome
quite a rebuilding challenge.
Since moving to Division I,

J.PAT CARTER/ ASSOCIAT_ED PRESS

Mike Jarvis talks to reporters after being introduced as the head men's basketball coach at Florida Atlantic University on Tuesday.

the Owls are 148-280, with
only three winning seasons in
the last 11 years. And Florida
Atlantic has been to the

NCAAs just once, in 2002.
"We're going to be playing
in the dance," Jarvis said. "I
don't know when. I'm not

making those promises. But I
am promising you that before
very long, we're going to be
having a party here."

'
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Locke works with guards
FROM A6

•

after she was a four-year letterwinner on the Rugters'
Women's Basketball team
from 2002-2006.
She played in 126 games
with 26 starts at the guard
position. The Scarlet Knights
advanced to the NCAA Tournament every season in
which Locke was a part of the
squad, making an Elite Eight
appearap.ce in 2005 and
Sweet Sixteen appearances in

2005 and 2006. The team's
record during her collegiate
career was 97-32, including
53-11 in Big East play.
"I am very excited about
the newest addition to our
staff,'' Williams said in a press
release. "Courtney has a
tremendous passion for the
game of bask~tball and is
eager to share her knowledge
with our players. Her experience as both a player and a
coach will be very valuable to
our program as we guide
UCF to a championship

level."
Locke is the second assistant coach the Knights have
hired this month. Ronald
Hughey was assigned to be
UCF's recruiting coordinator
and assistant coach on May 5
after spending one season as
an assistant coach at the University of South Carolina.
Locke and Hughey are
replacing Alysiah Bond and
Brandy Manning on the
Knights' coaching staff. They
left UCF to take positions at
the University of Arizona.

t

•
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Kime starts pro career today
FROM A6

The Knights were content
with going as far in the regional as Kime could take them.
She pitched a total of 28.1
innings, going 3-2 and registering a start in each ofUCF's five
games.
The Thunder add a muchneeded boost to their rotation
with Kime. The Thunder's
leading starter last season was
Serena Settlemier. She posted
a 10-8 record with a L46 ERA in
14 starts. The rest of the rotation went a combined 15-11 as

"This is a great opportunity for
[Kime] and will showcase her
talents at a higher level."
-

Rockford finished in fifth place
in the six-team league with a
record of24--20 last season.
The Rockford Thunder will
welcome Kime to their team

RENEE LUERS-GILLISPIE
UCF SOFTBALL HEAD COACH

and begin their season today.
Their opening game is against
the Chicago Bandits. First pitch
is slated for 7:35 p.m. at
SportsCore One.

•
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CLAIMING TO BE TAMPA BAY'S
PREMIER MBA PROGRAM
IS ONE THING.
EARNING IT IS ANOTHER.

UT

Julia Sennikovski, MBA '08
Senior Test Engineer
Fluke Networks

IS ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO EARN YOUR MBA

according to the Princeton Review, which named The
University of Tampa's John H. Sykes College of Business as

one of the "Best 290 Business Schools in the World" for the second straight

TAMP A
JOHN H. SYKES COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

year. The college is also accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
I

Schools of Business (AACSB), ttre highest level of accreditation a business
school can earn internationally. Admission to UT's MBA Program is the area's
most selective too -

•

so you'll be among the best of the best. When you're

INFO SESSION
Saturday, June 7
10 am -12:30 pm

ready to start your degree, choose Tampa's Most Selective MBA.
Sykes College of Business

Room 134
Reserve your seat at our next Info Session to learn about UT's graduate programs:

MBA • MS in Accounting
MS in Finance •, MS
.
. in Marketing
SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
'-,

I 401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL

33606-1490

RSVP: 1813) 258-7:109
E-mail utgrad:ii,uted1:
Rer1ister onlinH at
www.ut.edu/graduate
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DeathNote
fortrue
believers
PopularJaµmesefilmm US. theater
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MELISSA CHADBOURNE

Boogie down like puppets with cut
strings to music no one else can hear

•

•
•
•

Twisting minus the shouting:
attendees with individual taste in
music dance and play air guitar at
the Orlando Fringe Festival's Silent
Rave, quietly flailing their best on
the lawns of Loch Haven Park•

Contributing Writer

Anime fans filled the Pleasure Island _AMC ~eater with hardly a seat to spare at a special showmg
of the first Death Note live-action film.
.
Lights dimmed and cheers rang as the preview f?r
VIRGINIA KIDDY
the next feature coming to theaters, Bleach the Movze:
Contributing Writer
Memories of Nobody began. Those sh.outs we.re
drowned by a louder swell as the openmg credits
Break dancing, swing dancing, interpretive dance, swaying,
came on the screen, echoed with ~ey char~cters
head bobbing and toe tapping commenced as the Orlando
introduced throughout the film. Spirits were high as
Fringe,Festival Silent Rave began, with a crowd of people turnaudiences enjoyed the rare chance to see a feature
ing on their MP3 players.
.
anime film on the big screen.
.
.
Others squinted their eyes, mouthed words, Jumped around
Valencia student Tommy Lin was there with his
and rocked air guitars - all to their own tunes.
girlfriend, UCF sophomore Stephanie Josephs. Bo~
The slogan adopted by the Silent Rave is, "Dance in the
Lin and Josephs are fans of Death Note, though Lm
streets. Not in your room,'' for the scheduled Loch Haven Park • admitted his girlfriend was responsible for introducevent.
'
ing him to it.
·
·
"The point of a Silent Rave, for me, is to be myself and to
"I was really excited," Lin said, "because I saw the
not care what anyone else thinks and dance the way I fe~l <l?d
cartoon, and I was really wondering how they w~re
dance the way I want to,'' said 20-year-old Sean Flynn, !1 Jumor
going to do the transition from cartoon to real life,
acting major from Marymount Manhattan College m New
and the actual characters, how to develop them::
York.
Josephs has a collection of more than 400 arume
Flynn headed up introduc-·
DVDs. While she was eager to purchase ~e Death
tion of the Silent
Note feature she was reluctant to invest m something she might not like.
·
.
. ,,
."This was a great chance for me to preview 1t,
Josephs said.
. ·
A few die-hard fans even showed up in costume
for the showing. Brothers Travis Mitchell and Justin
Mitchell and their friend Patrice Muscello attended
the event dressed as characters L, Light Yagami and
Misa Misa. Justin even spbrted the signature apple
Rave at the
that Light feeds his personal Shinigami (Japanese
Fringe. He attended a silent rave
death god), Ryuk.
. .
·.
.
held in New York during April of this
· The trio had viewed the movie before m subtitles,
year and had a blast.
as well as the dubbed anime on Cartoon Network.
He wanted to set up and do something fun while home in
Justin was a fan of the fi.4n and had high hopes for the
Orlando for the summer. So about a month ago, he got the ·
dubbed production. He wasn't disappointed.
approval for the event to be included during the festival and
"Both are fantastic," he said.
created a Facebook group to get the word out. More than 300
The film ended with a special feature about the
people said they'd attend, although the turnout was between
making of the movies, with commentary by director
30 and 40 people.
Shusuke Kaneko. He discussed how they went about
The participants didn't seem to car~ about what they looked
compressing a 37 episode anime into two films, as
like.
well as casting, production and the English language
Neon-framed plastic sunglasses hid eyes and lime green
dubbing. Kaneko is well kn?wn f<?r ?111er Japan7se
headbands held back teased hair. Some dressed up in
features, including the Godzilla Hezsez Gamera Trilo'80s attire, oversized T-shirts and spandex, several
gy films.
wore beaded necklaces, and one person sported a
The film aired at 7:30 p.m., May 20 and 21, and
guitar from Guitar Hero. People wore Keds, sanbroadcasted to select theaters using a special satellite
dals, blue jeans, T-shirts, khakis, polka-dot dresssystem maintained by National C~eM7~ia. The
es and green skirts. They looked assumedly as
event was put on by NCM's alternative digital prodiverse as the music they were listening to.
gramming division, Fathom, working with VIZ PicFlynn wore a Hanson T-.s hirt and immeditures, affiliate of VIZ Media and licenser ofthe Death
ately after leading the cotintdown, ran over
Note series, one of the largest anime distributors in
to sync music with a friend who pushed
the U.S.
play on the same track. Several people
Fathom Vice President· Dan Diamond was optifound common songs on their MP3
mistic about the future of their work in anime proplayers and synced their music togethductions. According to Diamond, the company
er for a song or two before listening to
began working with VIZ Pictures two years ago,
their own grooves.
releasing the first Naruto anime film Naruto the
The number of dancers .fluctuated as·
Movie: Ninja Clash in the Land ofSnow in select thepeople left or took breaks under the shade
aters.
of oak trees to escape the heat. Natalie
"We began a process with VIZ a couple years
Davidson, 19, a student at Valencia Communiago,'' Diamond said in a phone interview. "[We]
ty College, listened to Ladytron's "B}ack Cat" on
launched our first program with VIZ, it was extremeher 30 GB iPod. She came over to the Silent Rave to
ly successful and we look forwar~ to working togethdance for a while before leaving to see a play at one of
~r with VIZ to bring many more titles all across the
the Fringe theaters.
U.S. in the future."
,
"It makes me happy," Davidson said. "I think danc~n~
With.its huge success in American television, Diais just something that makes a lot of people happy, ~d 1t s
mond believed Death Note was a clear choice for feareally nice to share it with other people who also get 1t and
ture selection.
~~~
.
"Death Note was clearly one that breaks new
Spectators seemed amused and looked on from the various
ground as far as anime has been presented," Diavendors that surrounded the grassy field where the Silent
mond said. "It's a first for bringing this type of anime
Ravers danced.
programming into theaters, where it's more of a live
Most music devices were on shuffle, so someaction performance. I think that was one of the key
one bouncing around and throwing hands in the
drivers of bringing Death Note in, again, it was someair would disappear into the center of the group
thing unique and different."
only to emerge minutes later doing the robot.
While VIZ Pictures was unavailable for comment,
Logan Donahoo, 26, from Orlando,. is a coDiamond
did say there were several other features ih
writer of one of the shows at the Fringe and
the
planning
stages, as well as productions with
decided to join the rave after the final showing.
other anime licensers.
He listened to Hole's "Doll Parts," straight out
The Death Note feature was a big step for anime
of 1994.
"I'm using an old GE cassette player t_ha~.I
PLEASE SEE DIE-HARD ON A9
had from back in the '90s,'' Donahoo said. I
have not yet upgraded to the iPod revolution,
so I got this thing working this morning,
thank God."
Ryan Grajo, 20, double majoring in th~ater and studio art at UCF, was covered m
sweat as he danced to Ben Folds Five's
"Steven's Last Night In Town."
"I had been to one before at Bonnaroo,
and it was pretty ful) and rocking,'' Grajo
said. "It's a smaller turnout, but the people
who are in it are looking pretty dedicated."
After about an hour, Davidson was one of
the only ones still dancing. She didn't mind.
''.As long as people are dancing ~d people ar~ into it, that's
all that really matters," Davidson said. I mean, like even when
there's five of us, we're like, 'woooo.'"
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Death Note fans embodied their favorite characters, the redusive genius

detective L, Light 'Kira'Yagami and JapPop idol Misa-Misa in spirit and dress.
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The Kids in the Hall 1augh it up in O-town
DANIEL WALSH
Contributing Writer

•

•

Sex and the City, New Line Cinema

•
Sexandtheuty

•

(R) llro, 12:40, 1:20,255,3:40,4:35,7:20,7:50,8:20,
10-.20, 10-.50, 11:45

TheStrcllgers
(R) 12:50, 1:25, 2:45,3:55, 4:50,7:10, 8:00, 9:45, 10-15,

12:lSa, 12:45a

•

lronMan
(PG-13) 11:55a, 1255, 2:50, 4:10, 6:50,7:25, 9:50, 10:40,
12:40a

•

MadeofHonor
~13)12:05, 2:25, 4:40, 7:05, 9-35, 12:25a

BabyMama
(PG-13)12:20,4:05,7:40, 10:10, 1255a

'

Indiana.Jones and the Ki1gdom ofthe Crystal
SkuU

•

(PG-13)11:45a, 12:15, 12:45, 1:15, 1:45,2:15,3:00,3:30,
4:004:30, 5:00,5:15, 6:15,6:45, 7:15, 7:45,8:15, 8:45, 9-30,
10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00a, 12:30a, 1~

SpeedRa<B'
(PG) 12:35, 3:45, 6:55,

'
•

TheOvonidesof Namia: PrilO! Caspian
(PG)ll:30,3:45,4:15,7:00,7:30,9-55, 10:15, 10:45,
W(Dicjtal Projectioo) Srowtimes
1:30,4:45,8:05, 11:25
Open (.apliooed &DescriptM!Au<ioSrowtimes
1:00

What Happens in Vegas

•

(PG-13) 12:10,.2:35,5:05, 7:35, 10:05, 12:35a

- Listings for Friday, May 30
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With thumbs and index fingers poised over the heads of
thy enemies and crush them,
The Kids in the Hall performed
at Hard Rock Live Thursday.
The "kids," with an average
m_e mber age of 47, are rounding
off tl:).eir third sketch comedy
tour, Live As We'll Ever Be. The
tour will display popular characters from their old shows, as
well as new sketches for fans
craving an updated version of
the Kids' classic brand of
humor.
The Kids In The Hall
formed in 1984, consisting of
comedians Dave Foley, Kevin
McDonald, Bruce McCulloch,
Mark McKinney and Scott
Thompson After being discovered by Lorne Michaels, creator and producer of Saturday
Night Live, during one of their
routines, plans were made for a
Kids in the Hall television
show.
The show aired on CBC in
1988 and was picked up by
HBO in the United States in
1989.

The show depicted oddball
characters, including the halfhuman Chicken Lady, the headcrushing Mr. Tyzik and the
chatty school child Gavin After
six years the show ended, but it
still maintained a passionate
fan base through reruns on

Comedy Central
Clusters of people scattered
throughout Hard Rock, looking
at KITH merchandise and hovering around either of the two
bars. The crowd consisted of
loyal fans with shirts referencing to different characters,
notably a shirt with two pinching fingers crushing a head
Ten minutes before showtime, hosts ushered people to
their seats and the auditorium
quickly filled to capacity, showing the fans still existed despite
being off the air for more than a
decade.
The show started with a film
of KITH thinking ofnew ideas
for the tour.
"Our fans are coming to
laugh. The last thing we want
them to be thinking about is
those unpaid student loans,"
Foley said, poking fun at their
college cult following.
''You're right, Dave," McCulloch said. "They are going to
die with those loans in their
bodies."
The video received roars of
laughter that soon turned into
cheers as the troupe walked on
stage. During the next two
hours, the cast rifled through
hilarious skit after skit, crossdressing and making other
quick costume changes.
Most ofthe skits make fun of
gays, Jews, Catholics, married
couples and alcoholics. As the
skits progressed, you started to

believe that the sketch-comedians are actually alcoholics with
a time machine, friends fighting
over an imaginary girlfriend or
a Swedish exchange student
who is majoring in baby talk.
KITH is too convincing
until they crack up on stage, but
that only makes you laugh
more because they think the
idea of a gut spigot helping you
lose weight is just as funny.
The Kids showed off their
new material with Rick
McCluster, the super-drunk
superhero.
"McCluster discovered his
superpowers at Panama Beach
while on spring break in 1988
after getting extremely hammered," McDonald said
Along with his trusty sidekick, the Bartender, Rick
McCluster "delivers justice on
tap." Rick McCluster can't
remember saving anyone, let
alone how he got home. The
Bartender quickly reminds
him, ''You saved the world,
slept with the waitress and
pissed yourself, but not in that
order."
·
After their last skit, the
crowed cheered in hopes of
something
more,
and
McKinney delivered by playing
one of the most recognizable
characters from KITH, Mr.
Tyzik.
A
resentful
Eastern
European, Mr. Tyzik feels the
need to crush strangers' heads

GREGORY TERRITO/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Cocktails in the spotlight: Scott Thompson of Canadian sketch comedy group the Kids in
the Hall performs a monologue of his fictional character Buddy Cole, a gay socialite.

using forced perspective and
screaming, ''I'm crushing your
head! rm crushing your head!"
Tyzik carried a camcorder
and zoomed in on those cheering to have their head crushed.
One audience member was
spared and given a rose, in the
style of the TV show The Bachelor, but Mr. Tyzik turned on
her and screamed, "fm crushing you along with your rose!
Haha!"

When Mr. Tyzik invited the
rest of the cast on stage, looks
of fear took over their faces as
they pleaded to be spared But
of course, Mr. Tyzik crushed
everyone's head, then he took
his own head
Only the Kids in the Hall can
get people to cheer for their
head to be crushed, and only
can this troupe deliver the
squish to accompany their fan's
laughter for $45.
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Herding mentality of freshmen observed and documented
GJ{ANT LOWTHER
Columnist
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More so than spring, summer js a time of renewal on
the UCF campus. The campus is abandoned, and this
allows for a new beauty to
take hold
Flowers and foliage have
an opportunity to re-grow
after being perpetually trampled by engineering majors
ignoring sidewalks and walking the hypotenuse, and the
elderly awake from their
hibernation now that Orlando
is free from dangerous
youths.
However, the sign most
indicative of summer are the
wandering herds of incoming
freshman
attending
Orientation
It is difficult to miss this
phenomenon. 0-Teamers,
those responsible for the
herds, can be commonly seen
corralling flocks of freshmen
to the green pastures ofMemory Mall and the Student
Union
Presumably, this is so the
doe-eyed freshman can fatten
themselves with UCF-related
knowledge they will never
need and relax, and upon
their return in the fall, their
thick generic clique mall garb
coats can be sheared
However, once the freshmen are sheared, they no
longer possess their former
value, and are thusly freed
from the flock. The cord is
cut, and they wander around
campus in the fall oftheir own
naive volition
Without the careful guidance of the 0-Teamers or
their parents, desperate to
belong, the poor freshmen
often end up in dangerous situations leading to their intellectual downfalls, such as
joining Students for a Democratic Society or the College
Republicans.

Being that I am a senior
anthropology major, I have
idly observed this occurrence
three separate summers.
However, being that I am a
senior anthropology major, I
have learned that there is
often more to a culture than
meets the eye.
With this in mind, I decided to implant myself as a quiet
observer within the freshman
populace as something of a
Diane Fossey, Jane Goodall or
Hunter S. Thompson, and
what I learned was remarkable.
To the unenlightened
observer, the sheep metaphor
previously presented seems
more than plausible, but in
reality, rd liken most incoming freshmen to an octopus
for the sake of Orientation
alone. Consider the following
scene I have observed that
took place at the undergraduate housing office.
A freshman entered He
wore mall-priced apparel,
designed thin and ragged,
indicative of his lack of graz:
ing, and he brought both his
parents in tow. Both parents
wore a look of pride.
Pride because soon their
son's fluffy layers will grow
thick and strong in the fall, but
the pride was commingled
with contempt
This is because the imposing question of whether or
not the son will have a suitable barn in which to sleep
with an adequate amount of
hay laid in the hands of
Rocko. The sophomore philosophy major who works in
the undergraduate housing
office.
The freshman sauntered
up to the counter. His parents'
luminescent eyes scornfully
glared over their son's shoulders. Rocko smiled politely,
his hands folded on the desk.
''Hey, uh, bro, I, like, need a
place to stay and stuff," said

the freshman, calling upon all
the skills that allowed him to
pass the FCAT.
"Have you received your
meningitis inoculation or signed
the waiver?'' replied Rocko.
''You're an ms; jerk!" The
freshman was incensed ''Mom,
Dad, he called me an 'itis'!"

The octopus encountered
resistance, and sprayed ink in
the eyes of its perceived aggressor. With the summoning of the
"ink" known as ''Mom and Dad,"
the freshman scurried away
unhindered by the responsibilities of college. He is free to drink
Natty Light another day.

Although this was the most
On some level, I understand
dramatic occurrence, it was cer- They want the best for their
tainly not the only one. Similar children so their coats will grow
scenarios were seen all over the . thick and robust. The overhead
campus, from the Student return of higher education is
Union to the Health Center, plentiful A thick and robust coat
there were irate parents acting sells for quite a bit, and who
as inky pawns on behalf of their doesn't want to get rich off their
children?
children

YOIJll CATERING
$0LIJTIONlll
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a
delivery charge per item.

Die-hard anillle fans
get fix where they can
FROM A8

production in the states.
With licensing fees estimated at thousands of dollars
per episode, according to the
AnimeNation.net blog titled
Ask John, feature anime
series are often slow in coming over to the states.
Many fans rely on
"fansubs," or fan-subtitled
copies circulated for free, to
view anime productions.
Fansubs have been around
for years, and they even
maintain an unofficial code
that once an anime is
licensed in ·the states, the
,_,._r--Ub should slllPP circulation.

Slow production rates
can also be attributed to the
low sales figures, according
to the Ask John blog. With.
DVD price tags ranging from
$25 for a single disc to $50
and more for a short series,
it's no surprise that fans are
reluctant to open their wallets. Collector Josephs
noticed an increase in cost
over her years of DVD buying.
"I've noticed that the
prices of the DVDs have
gone up," Josephs said "A 13episode box set should not
cost 50 bucks. So there's a
couple of them that are coming out that I on't be getting because of that price.

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano.

I

one o our omema e renc uns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce. tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing.

#16 CLUB LULU
Fresh sliced turkey breast. bacon. lettuce. tomato.
&mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK tr
4647 S. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD.

2258 W. INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY BLVD.

927 BEVILLE RD.

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

386.304.0104

386.253.2811

386.304.7740

407.275.5911

PORT ORANGE

DAYTONA BEACH

SOUTH DAYTONA

ORLANDO

"YOUR MOM WANTS VOii. TO EAT AT JIMMY JONN'S!''
© 1985. 2002, 2003. 2004. 2007 JIMMY JOHN 'S FRANCHISE. LLC All RIGHTS RESERVED. We Resene The Right To Make Any Menu Changes.

©
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Students correct
to rej~ change
T

he 2008-2009 Orange
County Public Schools'
operating budget may be
decreased by $70 million because
the Florida Legislature predicts
that K-12 public schools will
receive insufficient funding.
Namely, initial budget cuts will
be made in the form of a 6 percent reduction for schools and 7
percent reduction to district
operations, such as transportation
In response, OCPS plans to
swap high school and middle
school start times so that one bus
can make three trips each morning and afternoon If this change
is made, Orange County middle
schools would start at 7:30 a.m.,
ninth grade centers at 9:45 a.m.
and high schools at 9:30 a.m.,
effective August 2008.
Those in favor of this school
schedule swap argue that by
reversing the bus schedule, the
district will need 37 fewer buses,
which would in return reduce
traffic volume, air pollution and
lower overall maintenance costs.
Qµantitatively speaking, these
potential advantages would save
$2.3 million, which is the equivalent to 38 teachers.
In the interest of the student
welfare, supporters argue that
buses will npt start as early in the
morning because routes will be
shorter and therefore require less
travel time. Also, they speculate
that high school academic performance could improve due to
extra hours of sleep.
However, those who oppose
this change - mainly parents are concerned that their middleschooler will be home alone for
too many hours during the afternoon while high school parents
are concerned with high school
sports and part-time jobs.
One main question of concern
is: why aren't any other Central
Florida counties considering
such a schedule change?
With a $70 million blow to
their budget, no one can blame
Orange County for trying to alleviate the cost of education, but

changing around school schedules tnay not be the answer.
Although the circumstances
seem unforgiving, the effects of
these changes may be more burdensome than advantageous.
While the school may be saving money in terms of transportation, high school students
who support their family will be
left with fewer part-time job
options and later shifts which
could be detrimental to their academic performance and economic prosperity.
Upon review, the budget
question and answer section for
OCPS reflects a severe cut to
personnel costs including a hiring freeze, fewer social workers,
the elimination of English
Speakers of Other Languages
programs and fewer guidance
counselors, to name a few.
This raises a question: How
do you evaluate the importance
of one person's position in relation to another and how do you
equate which programs are mor~
valuable than others?
Are we to assume that programs, such as ESOL, are inferior
to high school athletics?
The issue of transportation
could arguably be the result of
the rising cost of gasoline. Our
concern is, how will switching
school schedule times be more
cost-effective?
When the pros and cons are
weighed, it appears that monetarily speaking, the swap is beneficial, but academically and logically speaking, not so much.
According,to the National
Sleep Foundation, more than 80
districts around the country have
opted to push back their high
school starting times, including
large, urban school districts such
as Denver to suburban districts
like Jessamine County in central
Kentucky.
Howeve,;, in Jessamine
County, all of the "stakeholders,"
such as parents, teacher, coaches,
kids and transportation directors,
were included in the decision In
this case, the district chose to flip

the elementary school start time
with the1ligh school start time,
with the assumption that
younger kids were not as sleepy
early in the morning.
There was no referendum
held in Orange County, Florida,
like the one held in Jessamine
County, thereby giving students
no say in the decision, despite
exp1essed concern
The cost and scheduling of
buses has been another headache
among school districts. However,
some districts such as the West
Des Moines School District of
Iowa seem to have neutralized
the headache without any extra
cost. The school district reduced
the number of buses by changing
the start times of all three tiers of
their school system, which
allowed for a windfall of about
$700,000 annually, said Kay
Rosene, director of community
relations at the West Des Moines
School District.
However, changing all three
tiers of school start times does
not fix the problem of high
school sports. Yet the Mahtomedi School District in Minnesota
found a solution ·
Reportedly, high school students consented to shortening
the number of minutes between
classes in an effort to start later
and end their day around the
same time. The first bell for class
rings 35 minutes later and has
.been since 2005, which disbands
the concern with school athletics.
One common factor that we
would like to point out is that in
all of these solutions, the students were included. Involvement is integral to success. Without the acknowledgement of the
students, school districts should
fear protest and rebellion as evidenced in the Wekiva High
School walk which included 130
students protesting the schoolschedule change. This instigates
the question: With these enormous budget cuts, can Orange
County school districts really
afford student insubordination?
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NATE BEELER / THEWASHINGTON EXAMINER

It is fine to be afraid
of your next meal
that can claim such an expanRight now I want you to
sive importance. To think that
think about the last few
food is on the same level as
meals you have eaten.
something like voice-commuWas there anything spenicated languages is pretty
cial about it? If you had to
awesome.
describe it and write a
The wide world of food that
description about it, would
is out there is too cool to pass
anyone want to read it?
up.
What is sad is that when
So here is some homework
answering this question,
JEFF RILEY
for you. A project, if you will.
most people's responses are
Editor-in-chief
probably boring.
Go to a restaurant you have
never been to. Bonus points if
We as Americans have
the name of the restaurant is in a langotten far too unadventurous when it
guage you don't understand. Order the
comes to our culinary lives.
most random-sounding, interesting
The problem is that we have
looking thing on the menu. Once
stopped occasionally leaving our culiagain, bonus points if you cannot pronary comfort zone. Sometimes, your
taste buds need to be shocked and
nounce it, but then again you don't
scared. You need to eat something that need to. Just point.
scares you and intimidates you, that
Eat whatever it is you order, then go
home and try to describe what it is
you would never think about eating.
By now you are probably thinki.Iig
you just ate.
.
that I am putting way too much
If you really loved what you ate,
then good for you. You now have
emphasis on the importance of food.
Who cares about food, right?
something you can recommend to
friends. If you didn't like it, describe
Food is something that spans every
culture that currently exists on the
why it is you didn't like it. What was
globe, as well as every culture that has
wrong with it?
ever existed since the beginning of
The great part about food is that
time, and probably every culture that
even if you didn't like what you ate,
will ever exist until the sun burns out.
you still had a chance to try it.
So go out and eat the spiciest,
Due to the fact that humans need to
strongest, scariest thing you can find.
eat to continue living, cooking and
preparing food is one of the few things
You won't regret it.
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The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.Centra/FloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Pike house brings
SGA president
up old nteritories responds to.stance

W

atching the former Pike
house be tom down
over the past few weeks
has been an iconic moment in the
eyes of many who have been here
long enough to remember the
scandals, the rumors, the horror
stories of hazing and regrettable
conduct which have inundated the
UCF Greek system for years. The
sad thing is that most of the fraternities and sororities make a strong
effort to stick to their moral code
and enjoy the laurels they have
earned and received. On every
college campus there are the few
bad apples, which through their
actions bring a negative connotation to the Greek culture.
In light of the recent attention
UCF has placed on the Greek
community, both positive and negative, we felt it would be appropriate to address the current status of
the Greek system, both here at
UCF and across the country.
For the first time in history,
administrators were held legally
accountable for hazing rituals last
year at Rider University, where a
student died from alcohol poisoning. It's not hard to fathom a university going so far as to ban
- Greek systems entirely in the
wake of another incident like that.
While ·hazing has come up
again on a national scale, it seems
UCF has curbed the problem for
the snort term. But with stories
like the Pike fraternity at Tulane
University, where pledges were
doused with boiling water,
~enne pepper and vinegar, Ofe
must question how long universi-

ties will put up with this kind of
behavior. The rules get broken, the
charters get pulled and the house
gets shut down, but that doesn't
seem to discourage the next house
from exhibiting the exact same
behavior. The pledges at Tulane
received second and third degree
burns all over their bodies during
a "hell night'' ritual What is it
going to take for Greek communities around the country to realize
that most kinds of ''rituals" are
really just third-degree felonies?
The Greek system at UCF has
had its fair share ofproblems as
well. with fraternities like Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha
and Sigma Phi Epsilon constantly
being warned for disciplinary
problems until they were all eventually given the boot. UCF is
attempting to move forward and
rebuild the tattered image of its
fraternities, which has people
wondering whether the system
can really keep its nose clean this
time since new incidents seem to
pop up every few years.
It does seem that alcohol tends
to be recurring factor in many of
the hazing incidents around the
country. Considering sorority
houses are already dry, maybe the
solution is to require that all Greek
houses be alcohol-free at all times.
This way when the police show
up to a loud party, there is zerotolerance for everyone, and no
matter who is oflegal age, everyone is held responsible. It just
makes sense that since alcohol is
at the root of many ofthe situa- ~
tions in question, it should be

a

removed as potential danger to
students who would otherwise
have good judgment.
Two different colleges in California have had serious problems
involving alcohol in fraternities in
the last month. Earlier this month,
a student was stabbed to death in
a drunken brawl outside of a frat
party at UC Berkeley. Then at San
Diego State University (as if their
frats didn't have a bad enough rep)
another student was kidnapped by
his own frat brothers then beaten,
bound with duct tape and robbed
- all in the name of''tradition"
The problem has gotten out of
hand and because of the typically
shocking nature of the individual
acts, they almost always make
national news. These few incidents have tarnished what used to
be a great tradition for college students nationwide. There are plenty of Greeks who are proud of
what they represent, but unfortunately when the world sees college students acting like children,
and then defending their behavior,
like former SAE members did at
UCF, our society loses all respect
for Greek life.
The now vacant Pike land at
UCF will most likely be used for
futµre Greek housing. We encourage the administration to appoint
a UCF official to remain at the frat
houses at all times to help with
regulatory matters and avoid illegal activity. Fraternities need to
keep the UCF pledges off the pbit- \
uary pages by reforming the ,tules
and taking preemptive meas&es
before it's too late.

I

n response to the Central Florida
Future's stance "Money Is Limited,
Spend it Better," posted on May
26th, I would like to take this opportunity to correct the factual errors within
the editorial regarding the Capital
Improvement Trust Fund ( CITF).
CITF is found within Florida Statutes,
and according to correspondence from
the Board of Governors, it can only be
used for capital projects with one
exception being child development
centers which UCF currently has.
The source for the Capital Improvement Trust Fund is two separate fees
every student pays for every credit
hour enrolled: the CITF Fee, currently
at $2.44 per credit hour, and the Building Fee, currently at $2.32 per credit
hour. Florida Statutes indicate that
these student fees are to benefit the
state's higher education system by facilitating the development and construction of student-related facilities.
We believe that the building priorities established by our state university
leaders and student leaders are needed
to not only develop a world-class education system, but also to create vibrant
communities that foster a thirst for
knowledge and success.
The $21.7 million dollars to expand
the Recreation and Wellness Center is
exactly the type of project that CITF
was developed for and with the current
status of the state's economy and the
growing need for strong economic
drivers, the case for utilizing CITF
properly has never been more compelling. For the Future to write, "These
~ discretionary funds could be provi~g
faculty with a one-time bonus ..." not

only violates Florida
Statutes, but would also ·
be misappropriation of
your student fees. With
a little bit of research,
one finds that both the
Florida Legislature and
Berkowitz
the Board of Governors
are in agreem ent that
utilizing CITF revenue
for anything but capital projects would
be illegal.
The state of public higher education
in Florida is dismal to say the very
least, and this is one point w e can all
agree on However, the Future's piece is
misleading and the Future should
instead be focusing on educating our
students on the real issues behind the
budget shortfalls and working towards
real and legal solutions. Student Government diligently works with both the
Florida Legislature and Board of Governors every day to do everything in its
power to ensure that our e ducation is
protected.
While we do not control the economy, the loss of revenue sources for the
state budget, or how Florida statutes
dictate the use of student fees we
strive to always do what is in the best
interest of you, the student,
If you need more information about
C~, stude1_1t fees, or anything else
relating to higher education, ple ase
come and talk to us. We are always here
and ready to listen. After all, that is why
stu~ent ~overnment exists - if you
don t believe us, check Florida Statutes.
LO<iAN BERKOWI~.,
sfooENT BODY PRESIDENf
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•

•

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Umv. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

Hin!

Rate
100 Help Wantecl: General
C
125 HelpWanted:Part-T1111e C
150 HelpWantecl:full-T1111e
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent Homes
225 For Rent Apartments

C
B
B
B

250 Roommates

A

275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

100

325 ForSale:AulDmotive
350 For Sale: General
375 for Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Travel'
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous

B
A
B
B
B

900 Wanted

B

FOR RENT:
Homes

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

ASST TO PRESIDENT!
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call 321-277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com

Drivers: Don't miss this--Sign on Bonus
35-42 cpm Earn over $1 000 weekly!
Excellent Benefits, Need CDL-A and 3
mos recent OTR. Call 800-635-8669

Web designer needed - Flash, Java,
CSS a must - PHP a plus .:... must be
artistically creative, able to work
independently - designing sites from
scratch with full navigation and graphics

Post Office Now Hiring! Avg pay $20/hr
or $57K/yr. Incl fed, ben, OT. Offer
placed by exam services, not aff wt
USPS which does hiring.
Call (800) 713-4492.
Website Developer. Strong HTML,
CSS, DreamWeaver skills req'd .
Graphics design and/or ASP a plus.
$15-20/hr. resumes@vistaits.com
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National Marketing & Promotions
Agency in Orlando seeks interns
interested in real hands-on experience.
Work on experiential events with major
brands.
Email interns@belovedxp.com

PIT Sunday A.M. Childcare
St. Philip's Anglican Church in
S.E. Orlando Is looking for childcare
workers to staff our nursery. Hours
9:00-12:30PM. Church nursery
experience and
Red Cross training preferred. Reply
to Shelly Burks at 407-341-9200 or
melon248@aol.com

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

FT/PT customer service help is needed
at our 3 locations for Sunshine
Hydroponics Garden Centers. The
position includes retail duties and plan
maintenance. Must have an interest in
growing and caring for plants! Call
Peter between 10AM to 6PM for
details.
(407) 310-5345
We are now hiring PT and FT Sales
Reps, Accountants, and Clerks.
Candidates must possess techinical
and communication skills. Please email
resume to cs.laura2@gmail.com

ALL CASH CANDY ROUTE Do you
earn $800/day? 30 Machines, Free
Candy All for $9,995. {888)629-9968
BO2000033. CALL US: We will not be
undersold!

r:T:Ti, FOR RENT:
~Homes
AVAILABLE
NOW! Great 2/2.5 TH new in
Regent Park. All
appliances, cable, Internet & water
incl. Near UCF 2/2.5 TH in
Cambridge. All appliances w/ rear
yard, Pet OKI More affordable units
available In SE Orlando. Call Marisol
at Exit Realty 407-816-8117 for your
FREE Listi
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors for ALL
Math incl. Alg, Pre-Cal, Trig, Stats, &
Cale. Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com
Home for rent in Ashington Park, 4/2/2
on lake, availible august 1st,
$1600/month plus utilities
Call 561-3129411 or 561-281-3287
2/2 condo walking distance to park, 3
mi. from UCF. Avail now! Incl. W/D,
$825/mo $500 deposit
407-923-6609
10 min. from UCF, Alafaya Woods,
4/2 Pool Home, Part. Furn. W/D,
Pool Table, $1,900/mo. plus Elect.
Avail. Mid-May, Ph. 321-544-2369

UCF AREA HOUSE. Huge Stunning
4/2. Fenced enormous backyard. Appliances Incl. Avail. 07/7/08 $1500/mo.
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622.
NEW TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT in
gated community in Avalon Park
(Spring Isle) 3/3.5/2. Each bedroom
has it's own bath! Close to UCF off
Colonial and Avalon. W/D, pool and
clubhouse. $1550/mo. Call 321-3771746
AVAIL JULY 1ST
UCF Area- Hawthorne Glenn. Large
2/2.5 All appl., garage, 1/2 mile bike
ride to UCF $1250/month. 2 students
OK. 407-232-1706
3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included. Larry_UCF@yahoo.com
Neat, clean house south of UCF off
Lake Pickett. 3/2, deck, woods, garage
$950 per mo. + $800 sec dep.
No smokers or pets.
14819 Sussex Dr.
407-421-7344
UCF - 4bd 2.5ba 2 car garage home
close to UCF. 2200 sqft, washer/dryer,
screened porch, green belt, security
system, community pool, lawn service
included. $1700 plus security.
Available 8/1 407-310-7626
AWESOME EXECUTIVE. HOMES!
Responsible & Reliable tennants for:
Waterford Lakes Pool Home: 5bdrm
3bth, Individual rooms or whole house
OR
5 bdrm home and 4 bdrm home in safe
family neighborhood 1/2 mile from
UCF!
Email for Pies: RentUCF@yahoo.com
-908-8185. Referral bonus avail.
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3/2 Bank Foreclosure Only $199/mol
5% down, 20 years at %8 APR . More
homes from $199/mo.
For listings, 800-366-9783 x 8904

The Gatherings
Is now hiring Community Assistants
Want free rent? Then stop by the office
to apply today, or call 407-673-4401.
3BD/2BA For Rent! Avail 7/1. Great
neighborhood, on ~untree and Univ.
Blvd., Fenced yard, pets ok. $1500/mo.
407-923-4399

Available August 1st 2/2 $750/mo in
Sherwood Forest 3/2 duplex $950/mo
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl.
Call Heather 407-937-2900
or 402-208-7577
Room available in 2 bedroom unit at
Pegasus Landing through August 1st.
$400 per morith, must be female, call
321-501-9782 or email jharriblin@cfl.rr.com

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled in the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-In ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmil@gmail.com

mo

The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food & Beverage Cashier·
Food & Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance• Referral Bonuses and More!

Hpplg now:

40n

Call: Job Line (
248-1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM
Wet'n WiljHuman Re~ources
6200 International Drive • Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354--2085 • ~AX (407) 345-1005
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
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Puzzles by Pappocom

I

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

g;

2

3
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Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

I

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1 Baby seal
Scheduled next
Offshoot groups
Lennon's Yoko
"West Side
Story" heroine
16 _ cotta
17 Oomph
18 Smelly
20 Sinatra movie
22 Slow-moving
nocturnal
primates
23 Jacob's twin
24 Farm butter
26 Nectar gatherers
27 Provisions
29 Gambler's
marker
31 Small antelope
34 Hewlett's
partner
37 NIMBY part
38 Persian poet
41 Small whales
44 Styling product
45 Woody Allen
movie
47 Blatant selfassurance
50 _ sequitur
51 Beet yield
55 Blow one's horn
57 Performed
59 Deception
60 Skull
63 Somewhat
wacky
65 Add affected
emotionalism
67 Falsehood
68 Moderate
69 Walking aids
70 NASA's ISS
partner
71 Heredity units
72 Uneasy feeling
73 Galahad's title
4
9
14
15

DOWN
Type of valve
Disquiet
Tulip tree
"Typee" sequel
Consumer
advocate Ralph
6 Cowboys' QB
7 Lung filler
1
2
3
4
5

©
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8 Beach toy
9 Audio system
1 O More unworldly
11 Spanning
12 Faithful
13 Give guff to
19 Watch pocket
21 On edge
25 Extinct bird
28 For instance
30 Citificatton
32 Long, fluffy
scarf
33"
Not
Unusual''
35 Taxi
36 Hideaway
38 Soviet CIA
counterpart
39 "I Saw
Standing There"
40 Mobile man
42 Head for
Vegas?
43 Loan-sharking
46 Land of sleep
4B Roman
assembly

49 Vertical fishing
nets
52 Deceits
53 St. Francis'
birthplace
54 Listen to an
appeal

56
58
60
61
62
64
66

Place
Stuns
Outcropping
Judge's attire
Isinglass
Twiggy home
Is able to

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

FOR SALE:

ROOMMATES

Homes

3/2 Manufactured Home
1600sf Split Plan LIKE NEW Home
Warrenty, Appliances Included , 2
Pools, Clubhouse, Minutes to
UCF, Beaches, All Ages. $42K Call
407-281-6732

2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! 575/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365
Make Money! Check out our Great
Homes and receive cash for referring a
friend. Email for pies
RentUCF@yahoo.com 913-908-8185
Looking for roomate for a 3/3 in Tivoli
apartments. About $500 a month plus
share of utilities. Lease begins mid
July. Call Alex. (727) 642-41 03 or
Email Alexander_Luxa@hotmail.com.

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/0, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354
Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

CLEAN, NEAT and FURNISHED
Waterford Lakes room in home avail.
"UTILITIES" included. Short term OK.
$450.00 Call Carl 407.538.3394 or
cbfw@psualum.com

Nice, Furnished Room in UCF

Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW
home in Avalon Park area. Looking for
easy going roommates $600/mo. all
util., internet incl. Theater room Call
Eric 407-575-7323.

Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2,5 2 story townhouse,
furnished & clean. $550/mo.
(407)620-3303

2 Rooms for Rent! Master is $400/mo,
2nd BD is $350/mo. plus 1/3 util.

House behind UCF

$}8
$}2

3

3 rooms avail in 4/2 1 O min from UCF
. 2 rooms $525/mo 1 room $490/mo.
ALL UTIL INCL! Avail 8/1 ($150 cap)
Call 813-264-9284

in Regency Park. Need 2 roommates
who can clean up after themselves. No
pets. 4/2 M/F welcome. Available 8/1.
$405/mo + util. $405 Dep. 12 mo
lease.
Ryan: 407-430-5136 or ·
greatryry@gmail.com

Rate C

$}2
$8

9

8

Student Housing too Noisy and
Crowded? Awesome rooms avail NOW
and for Fall in large homes close to
UCF.
Friendly, safe neighborhood,
with/without util. Pool home also avail.
Don't miss out! RentUCF@yahoo.com
Email for pies 913-908-8185

Rooms for Rent in furnished 4/Br
home. 1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
· or $600/mo. Avail. Now! (772)
359-2797

Rate B

$8 ·
SS

7 ,

7
3
2

Rate A

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

3/2 in Hunter's Trace $1150/mo
Avail ASAP
4/2 in Regency Park $1450/month
Avail June 1st
3/2 in Summerfield $1095/month
Terri 407-509-4446
www.propman.com

~ FOR RENT:
~ Apartments

For these and many other
opportunities in SGA, visit
our office in the Student Union
room 214.

First issue:
Each addl issue:

5

HOME FOR RENT
2834 Talladega Dr., Orlando
3 bedrm / 2 bath
$1350/mth + $1350/securlty,
Roommates & Pets ok, fenced
yard, Easy access to UCF
FL Realty 407-617-4687 or
FLRealtylnfo@cfl.rr.com.
4 ROOMS AVAILABLE in great 4/2.5
Waterford Lakes Home
Lake, yard, Internet, partially furnished
ALL incl. $500. UCF grad-owned.
Students/young prof. Photos online:
www.wlakeshouse.com
jeff@douglass.com 407-737-6690
$450/m 3/1 util/high speed net included
quiet neighborhood and roommates
all new appliances, available now
1 O min from UCF and Valencia
954-937-1223 koyapb@ix.netcom.com

B
A

Room Available ASAP!!! Dean Rd.Female.n/s.no pets.$475/month
(includes utilities) 609-330-3673
area Avail ASAP. Looking for mature
stueMt. NlS, Ne pets. $350 eep+
$500/mo util incl. W/D & kitchen
privelages. Call 407-970-6109.

Close to 408 & UCF, big backyard .looking for laid back person M/F Avail
7/1. Call 321-695-5526.

1/1 in a

2/2 at Pegasus
Pointe for summer sublease
- utilities incl In rent REDUCED to
$500 - Avail April 27 - Full kitchen
incl all appliances - Fully furn Washer & dryer In unit - Ethernet _
CONTACT RENEE WHITE @ 239-2806136 or nanae2006@yahoo.com

Grad Student Relocation; beautiful,
reduced, 3/4 bd. $194,000. Spacious
rooms, MLS# 04789107; off Econ.
Trail. Mitch 407-234-9594

Why rent when you can own!!
2/2 master suites Condo
Lisa Ingram 321-948-4520
Watson Realty

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Dwn pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

FOR SALE:
Automotive
$500 Police Impounds
Cars from $500
Hondas, Ch~wys, Jeeps and more,
for listings, 1800-366-9818 x v502
Police Impounds for Sale! 94 Honda
Accord $750! 94 Toyota Camry $750!
For listings, call
(800) 366-9813 ext. 9271

350
QUEEN / KING EURO TOP
MATTRESS SET.
Brand New! Still in Plastic!
Starting at $150.00. Call 407-942-5543.

800
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
Home. *Medical, *Business,
'Paralegal, • computers 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer provided. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call (866)858-2121
www.onlineTidewaterTech.com.
AIRLINES MECHANIC - Rapid training
for high paying Aviation Career. FAA
predicts severe shortage. Financial aid
if qualified - Job placement assistance.
CALL Aviation Institute of Maintenal"fe
&
(888)349-5387.
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